LIFE PlanUp regional workshop - Achieving a low carbon pathway in Southern
European countries through ambitious Energy and Climate Plans
Madrid, 5-6 November 2019

Tuesday 5 November 2019 (1)
11h30 - Registration
12h00 - Welcome & introduction to the agenda - Miriam Zaitegui (Ecodes)
12h10 - Introduction to the project - Agnese Ruggiero (CMW)
12h30 - Methodology to identify good practices + Q&A - Davide Sabbadin (EEB)
13h15 - lunch break

LIFE PlanUp regional workshop - Achieving a low carbon pathway in Southern
European countries through ambitious Energy and Climate Plans
Madrid, 5-6 November 2019

Tuesday 5 November 2019 (2)
14h15 - Local and national actions to decarbonise the transport, buildings & agricultural sectors
●
●
●
●

Valencia’s sustainable mobility cycling ring - Belén Calahorro Lizondo (Agència Municipal de
la Bicicleta)
Good practices in the Portuguese transport and agriculture sectors - Mafalda Sousa (ZERO)
Energy Plan for the Navarra Region: European projects for actions and good practices Óscar Fernández Segura and Borja Barredo Prieto (Government of Navarra, NASUVINSA)
Innovate Mantova - Sandra Savazzi & Soﬁa Salardi (Municipality of Mantova)

15h30 - Discussion

LIFE PlanUp regional workshop - Achieving a low carbon pathway in Southern
European countries through ambitious Energy and Climate Plans
Madrid, 5-6 November 2019

Tuesday 5 November 2019 (3)
16h00 - Coffee break
16h30 - Good practices in governance + Q&A - David Donnerer (Energy Cities)
17h00 - 10 actions to improve the Italian NECP in transport - Giulia Persico (Legambiente)
17h20 - Conclusions of the day

LIFE PlanUp regional workshop - Achieving a low carbon pathway in Southern
European countries through ambitious Energy and Climate Plans
Madrid, 5-6 November 2019

Wednesday 6 November 2019 (1)
09h30 - Introduction to day 2
09h45 - The EU Calc Interface - Benoît Martin (Climact)
10h30 - Good practices in sustainable building in Spain - Cristian Quéliz & Varpu Jutila
(Ecodes)
10h45 - The PROSEU project - Jeremie Fosse (Ecounion)
11h00 - Coffee break

LIFE PlanUp regional workshop - Achieving a low carbon pathway in Southern
European countries through ambitious Energy and Climate Plans
Madrid, 5-6 November 2019

Wednesday 6 November 2019
11h30 - Sectoral discussions on good practices
●

Agriculture
○ Sectoral expert: Ana Iglesias (CEIGRAM)
○ Project expert: Asger Mindegaard (EEB)

●

Transport
○ Sectoral expert: Nuria Blazquez
(Ecologistas en Acción)
○ Project expert: Luka De Bruyckere (T&E)

●

Buildings
○ Sectoral expert: Cristian Quílez
(Ecodes)
○ Project expert: Davide Sabbadin
(EEB)

LIFE PlanUp regional workshop - Achieving a low carbon pathway in Southern
European countries through ambitious Energy and Climate Plans
Madrid, 5-6 November 2019

Wednesday 6 November 2019
13h30 - Lunch break
14h30 - Summary from breakout sessions + discussion
15h30 - Summary of next steps in the process and in the project
● NECP next steps
● Other relevant policy processes
● Future opportunities
16h00 - Close of meeting

thank you
@_Plan_Up

info@planup.eu

PlanUp
Objectives, consortium,
main activities

PlanUp - Objectives
• Build capacity of Local Authorities and Civil Society
Organisations to engage in the development and
implementation of NECPs
• Ensure dissemination of good practices and
promote well designed, climate friendly sectoral
policies
• Improve the understanding of economic and social
beneﬁts of climate mitigation actions through
quantitative modelling tools

PlanUp - Partners

National Partners:
Romania: GEC Bucovina, Adept Fundatia
Poland: Polish Green Network, ISD Fundation
Spain: Ecodes
Italy: Legambiente
Hungary: Clean Action Group

PlanUp - Main Activities
●
●
●
●
●
●

Assessment of National Energy & Climate
Plans - 10 countries
Collection of good practices in policy and
governance
Capacity building workshops
Reports and brieﬁngs
Ministry roundtables
Debate climate initiative

The website

Debate climate Initiative

Updates

Upcoming activities
●

Good practice scenarios - Scenarios from each sector in
each target country are explored in order to inspire more
climate change mitigation ambitions within the NECPs

●

5 brieﬁngs “European Commission recommendations in
action” – How to operationalise EC recommendations on
key sectoral measures

●

EU Calculator – quantitative tool to understand impacts
of policies on emission pathways

●

5 assessments of ﬁnal NECPs – in depth comparative
analysis of ﬁnal plans

Upcoming events
●

Regional Workshop 20-21 November 2019 in
Warsaw, PL

●

Mid-term project conference 21-22 January 2020 in
Brussels, BE

●

Five multi-stakeholder dialogues in each of the
focus countries – starting in February 2020

●

Ministry ofﬁcial exchange in Brussels to facilitate a
dialogue between countries – November 2020

thank you
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PlanUp
Methodology on how to
select good practices

PlanUp – best practices
The goal of this action is the one of deﬁning good practices
throughout EU.
The good practice examples have been made available to
national policymakers in all EU Member States, so they can
contribute to the promotion and development of common
understanding of effective and ambitious climate and energy
policies and measures in the agriculture, transport and
building sectors.
Additionally, these good practice examples can stimulate
replication across EU Member States and uptake in their
NECPs

PlanUp – where we start
Action A1 carried out a targeted literature review
collecting the criteria identiﬁed by:
• other projects including LIFE, Horizon 2020
and other international projects, as well as
• the criteria identiﬁed in research
to determine best practice policies

PlanUp – ﬁnal outcome
Building on the selection criteria for Transport,
Building and Agriculture we have provided a
template.
That document has been used to report all the
best practices we will be discussion today and all
of those reported now and in the future in the
website of the project, in order to allow for a
high level of comparability and benchmarking.

The website

The website

PlanUp – dbases reviewed
for identiﬁcation and communication purpose
● IEA Policies and Measures database
● United Nations Economic Commission for Europe UNECE, United
Nations best policy practices for promoting energy efﬁciency
● Horizon 2020 PublEnEf project
● Odyssee-Mure
● Concerted Action on EED
● Best Climate Pracitces.org
● C40 Good Practice Guide
Methods considered for assessment methodology include
●
●

International Partnership for Energy Efﬁciency Cooperation IPEEC Best Practice description
World Resources Institute WRI & Regional Environmental Center
REC

CRITERION 1
ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOME
The extent to which the good practices contributes to
the objectives of the EU’s 2030 climate and energy
targets.

Does this provide lower Green House Emissions? Does
this provide better Energy efﬁciency?

CRITERION 2
ECONOMIC OUTCOME (INCLUDING FINANCE)
The economic attractiveness of the measure for
investors and public authorities.

Does this measure payback in acceptable times for
public authorities? What about private entities? Is it
bankable?

CRITERION 3
TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION ASPECTS
The contribution to the market penetration of best
available technologies and other innovation aspects.

Is the measure introducing new breakthrough technics
or technologies (agricultural practices, new means of
transport etc) that can bring quick change in the
future?

CRITERION 4
ACCEPTABILITY AND PARTECIPATORY POTENTIAL
The level of political support from decision makers,
public acceptance and involvement of non-state
actors.

Did ﬁnal users embrace the change? Did they take part
in the decision-making process? Did they contribute to
dissemination of the good practice?

CRITERION 5
CO-BENEFITS
The contribution of the measure environmental and
societal objectives

Does the measure achieve improvement on
environmental aspects other than climate? Has it got a
positive social impact?

CRITERION 6
COMPATIBILITY W/ A NET ZERO EMISSIONS ECONOMY
The contribution of the measure to achieving a net
zero economy

Does the measure take us forward in the goal of full
climate neutral economy? Or does it promote half-way
technologies that lock us in for some extra years?

CRITERION 7
REPLICABILITY
The extent to which replication is possible, and at
which level (EU/national/regional/local)

Is the measure a pure pilot project based on one of a
kind ﬁnancing opportunity? Is it self sustaining and
replicable by anyone? Is it applicable to many other
similar contexts?

Scales (example)
CRITERION

INDICATOR

PERFORMANCE

SCALE

ENVIRONMENT
AL OUTCOME

GHG emission
reduction
potential or
alternatively
efficiency
improvement

GHG emissions
after the
intervention/meas
ures

0 = none
3 = low
6 = medium
10 = high

Same, no impact
0%
Low 1 – 40%
Medium 41 – 80%
High 81% - 100%

Scales (example #2)
CRITERION

INDICATOR

PERFORMANCE

SCALE

REPLICATION
POTENTIAL

Market
potential,
possible
market
penetration on
national level

Is the measure
relevant for other
emissions, actors
in the sector?

0 = no (<5% of
sector)
1 = yes, to some
extent (>5, <50)
2 = yes, fully
(>50%)

Ranking
CRITERIA

POINTS

Environmental outcome

20

Economic and social outcome including
ﬁnancing aspects
Technical excellence and innovation
aspect

15
10

Acceptability and participatory potential

15

Co-beneﬁts and compatibilty with net
zero scenarios

20

Replication potential

20

Total

100

PlanUp – criteria
For a measure to be considered as a good practice, it is
therefore critical that it fulﬁls the criteria of environmental
outcome, co-beneﬁts and compatibility with net-zero
scenarios and replication potential, as all these combined
make up more than half of the points that can be credited.
Finally, the project partners decided that a measure should
achieve at least a score of 65 points, in order to be selected
as a good practice in agriculture, building and transport
sectors.
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VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF THE BIKE
Madrid, 5th of november 2019

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city
Introducing cycling infrastructure

Creation of Túria’s river bed park
together with new cycling infrastructure (9
km)

Creation of the
“Albufera Natural Park”
together with the adaption of natural paths
into cycle paths

1986
2007

1986
2010

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city
Impulse to sustainable modes of
transportation

Approval of the Sustainable
Mobility Plan for València
Analysis of urban mobility situation and
proposal of sustainable solutions

New walking routes, new cycling paths
and optimization of public transport

2012
2013

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city
Introducing cycling infrastructure

Creation of the public bike rental system
“Valenbisi”
45,000 register users and a total of 2,750 bikes and 276
stations (2019)

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

BEFORE THE OPENING
OF THE CYCLING RING
LACK OF CONNECTION

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

OPENING OF THE
CYCLING RING 2017
5 km
Better connectivity of the existing
cycling network

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

OPENING OF THE
CYCLING RING 2017
Better connectivity of the existing
cycling network and 4.8 more km
of cycling infrastructure

Cycle ring since
March 2017
Last week arrive at

3,000.000
users
and now 51.80% more
uses than September
2018 in the best point.
.

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

Implementation of new daily
counting systems on cycling
infrastructure

Visibility of cycling to
citizens

5 digital bicycle
counters
116 Bicycle traffic
detectors.

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

NEW CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE FUTURE

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

SEPTEMBER 2019. Average daily intensity
All points of the

cycling ring
have

increased
more than
33% in
reference to
August 2019
and in the rest of
the city also up
the figures.
51.80% more
uses than
September 2018
in the best point.

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A
2015 - 2018

Evolution of a cycling city
Consolidating sustainable modes of
transportation

21.5%
increase on number of cycling trips
(2012-2017)

21.6%
increase on number of walking trips
(2012-2017)

Cycling
Walking

Bus
Metro

Car

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

Making streets safer
NEW LAW since 8th juny 2019.
630 km of streets 30 km/h, suppose 64,3% of road
network + pedestrian zones + Zones 20 km/h =

More than 75% traffic calmed

Implementation of
traffic calming
solutions.

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city
Consolidating sustainable modes of
transportation

2015

2019

123 km of cycle lanes + cycle streets

160 km of cycle lanes + cycle streets

25% bike lanes increase in 4 years

The circulation

of cars in the city has been reduced for
16 consecutive months

2015
2019

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

B

Vision for the future: investing on a more
sustainable city

NEW CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE FUTURE 2019-2021

2019
160 km

2021
177 km

bike lanes

bike lanes

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

2018 - Creation of the Local Cycling Agency

New local Agency to boost
cycling culture

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

Bicycle visibility and
recognition

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

2018 - Creation of the Local Cycling Agency

Functions of the Agency

01

Supervision and proposal of new cycling infrastructure

02

Pushing forward for better and more cycling parking areas

03

Organizing promotion of cycling habits and activities:
Future Third edition of BICIFEST in may 2020

04

Enhancing public participation thanks to the “Forum for Cycling Committee”

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

NEW CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE FUTURE

14.919 bike parking spaces.
25% bike racks increase in 4 years

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

Promotion in Schools

2017/2019
13 instituts 1.432 students

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

Participation:
Committee for
Bicycle

A

Evolution of a cycling city

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

A

Evolution of a cycling city

Website: valencia.es/agenciabici/es

@agenciabiciVLC
@ambicivlc

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF
THE BIKE

B
FUTURE VISION

01

València, Mediterranean city for cycling

02

A city reliable, efficient and integrated

03

A city for the people

04

A Green City facing climate change effects

05

A self sufficient agricultural city

Vision for the future: investing on a more
sustainable city

VALÈNCIA
MEDITERRANEAN CAPITAL OF THE BIKE

Thanks
agenciabici@valencia.es
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BEST PRACTICES IN PORTUGAL TO HELP
ACHIEVE CARBON NEUTRALITY - 2030 &
2050
TRANSPORT AND AGRICULTURE SECTORS

Mafalda Sousa
mafalda.sousa@zero.ong
Based on information from:

1

05/11/2019

1

Carbon Neutrality

energy

+

transportatio
n

+

waste

+

agriculture
forests
land use

+

circular
economy

EMISSIONS AND REMOVALS OF GREENHOUSE GASES (CO 2, CH4, N2O, F-gases) 2050
=

0 tCO2e

https://descarbonizar2050.pt/
2

Methodology
• Policies in force
• Technologies (bottom up)
• Carbon neutrality (top
down)

Off-Track
Pack
Yellow Jersey

Energy and Industrial Processes
Electricity and heat generation,
refinery, housing, services, industry,
agriculture and transportation

Assumptions

Macroeconomic
Narratives &
Scenarios

Sectors

Mobility
Agriculture
Forests
Waste and Wastewater

Trajectories for
Carbon
Neutrality
Sector options
Technological
options
Costs (investments
& avoided)
Macroeconomic

Fluorinated Gases

Extensive
society
involvement

Circular Economy

3

Participatory
construction process
Expert consultation

7 technical workshops

Preliminary
results
presentation
sessions

Public
Consultation

Three Possible Futures...
OFF-TRACK

Off-Track

PACK

Platoon

YELLOW JERSEY

Yellow Jersey

> Uncompetitive Portugal

> Competitive Portugal

> Highly Competitive Portugal

> Demographics continue to be in decline

> Demographic decline is less severe, due
to the effect of the migratory balance

> Stabilization of the physiological balance
and substantial increase of the migratory
balance leading to population recovery

> Population concentration in MAs
(Metropolitan Areas), depopulation of the
countryside and medium cities
> Maintenance of current production
structures
> Circularity at low levels
> Similar mobility patterns to current ones,
(low adherence to new forms of mobility)
> Conventional farming; production
payments are predominant

4

> Population concentration in MAs
> Conservative evolution of current
production structures, but with
technological development and efficiency
increase

> Growth of medium cities and reduction of
the population concentration in MAs
> Greater degree of decentralization and
digitization of the energy system

> Moderate circularity of the Economy

> Greater entrepreneurship

> Moderate adherence to new forms of
mobility (shared and soft)

> Greater Circularity of the Economy

> Organic or integrated agricultural
production

> High penetration of new forms of mobility
(shared and soft)
> Predominance of organic and conservation
farming; valorization of externalities
(ecosystem services);

Sectoral Emissions Until 2050
> Deep decarbonization in the next
two decades (2020-2040)
- Energy production,
- Mobility and transportation,
- Housing
> Industry and agriculture sectors
contribute with significant reductions
on the 2040 -2050 period
> Effective agroforestry management
is a determining factor for the
objective of carbon neutrality in 2050

5

Pack

Yellow Jersey

Waste
Agriculture
Transportation
Buildings & Others
Industry
Energy

Mobility and Transportation Sector Transition

Pack

Biofuels
represent 1/4 of
energy
consumption

Beginning
of EV
mainstreaming

Passengers

Goods

EV:
Reaches 1/3
of mobility

Transition to electricity,
meeting
total demand by
2030

Petrol is no
longer
cost-efficient

Diesel is no
longer
cost-efficient

H2 and electricity
meet 50% of
demand

EV with battery
meet 30% of
demand

% of Electrification

6

Energy Consumption (PJ)
% of GHG Reduction
(compared to 2005)
% of FER

Autonomous and/or
shared vehicles
ensure 1/3
of mobility

Vehicles with
catenary
become
cost-efficient

Biofuels
represent 1/4 of
energy
consumption

EV: 100%
of
mobility

BUS: Electricity and
Biofuels replace
diesel in 2050

Electrification of
short -distance
aviation

Mobility and Transportation Sector Transition

Beginning
of EV
mainstreaming

Passengers

Goods

EV:
Reaches 1/3
of mobility

Transition to electricity,
meeting
total demand by
2030 in light goods vehicles

Petrol is no
longer
cost-efficient

Diesel is no
longer
cost-efficient

H2 and electricity
meet nearly 2/3 of
demand

H2 meets 1/3 of
demand

% of Electrification

7

Energy Consumption (PJ)
% of GHG Reduction
(compared to 2005)
% of FER

Autonomous and/or
shared vehicles
ensure nearly half
of mobility

Vehicles with
dynamic
loading meet
20% of
demand

Biofuels
represent 1/4 of
energy
consumption

Yellow Jersey

EV: 100%
of
mobility

BUS: Electricity and
Biofuels replace
diesel in 2050

Electrification of
short -distance
aviation

Vehicles with dynamic
loading system reach 60% of
demand, with the remainder
being met by H2

Framework
Global tendencies & disruptive changes
Urbanization
Electrification

Mobilidade
2050

Multi/intermodularity
Autonomy/
connectivity
1

2

Sharing
3

4

5

The future of mobility will be modified by societal change (e.g. sharing economy), technological progress including
IoT and big data), by new players and business models (e.g. mobility as a service)
8

Transport best practices
1. OECD reference to shared mobility study in Lisbon
Combined fleets: 6-seat vehicles (“Shared Taxis”) that offer on-demand, door-to-door
shared rides + 8 to 16-person mini-buses (“Taxi-Buses”) that serve as pop-up stops on
demand and provide transfer-free rides
Rail and subway services keep operating in the current pattern
Impacts on number of vehicles required and total kms driven, and effects on congestion,
CO2 emissions and use of public space
Social inclusion impacts: accessibility of jobs, schools and health services

9

Reference:
https://www.itf-oecd.org/sites/default/files/docs/shared-mobility-liveable-cities.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2046043016300442

Lisbon case study - shared mobility
Environmental benefits

Social benefits

• Decrease of congestion

• Almost all trips are direct without need for
transfers (less travel time)

• Traffic emissions were reduced by 1/3
• 95% less space required for public parking
• Car fleet needed would be only 3% in size of
the today's fleet
• Although each car runs almost 10 times more
kms than currently, total vehicle-kms would
be 37% less even during peak hours
• Longer distances travelled imply shorter life
cycles for shared vehicles, enabling faster
uptake of new, clean technologies and more
CO2 emissions reductions from urban
mobility
10

• Mobility is much cheaper thanks to the highly
efficient use of capacity
• Prices for journeys in the city could be 50%
or less of today even without subsidy
• Parking spaces can be converted to improve
quality of life (from public parks to broader
sidewalks, more and better bicycle lanes)
• Inequalities in access to jobs, schools or
health services across the city virtually
disappeared

Transport best practices
2. Lisbon walking and cycling paths and zones 30 km/h in
historic neigborhoods
In 2021, Lisboa will go for 90 kms to 200 kms
of cycling paths (segregated and shared).
Enlargemet to municipalities of Oeiras and
Loures
Other mobility (sharing) services of Lisbon
city in great development
Increase the extension of Zones 30 and pilot
project of Ultra Low Emission Zones under
planning
11

Transport best practices
3. Sharing is the future!
In 2018:
GIRA public bikesharing
scheme
2 skateboardsharing
schemes
2 carsharing schemes
1 scootersharing scheme
+ 18 new proposals under
study by the City Council!
12

Transport best practices
4. Social pass (Navegante) in municipal and metropolitan
areas of Lisbon and Porto
Entered into force in April 2019
Accessible fares: 40€ (metropolitan areas); 30€ (municipalities areas);
All transport modes (metro, bus, train, tram, boat)
First estimates of positive results: 55k modal shift from car to public
transport; 230 km of traffic space released; 73k less cars in the city; 79
kton CO2 avoided (0,1% of total)
• 30k new passes were requested 1 month before
• Government plans to incentive companies to finance social passes for
employees, changing tax reform
• Study to evaluate full benefits of these measure in 2020
•
•
•
•

13

Transport best practices
5. Increased share of EVs in public/private fleets; incentives for purchase to
renewal fleets in public transport
• Portugal as leading country in the creation of a national public charging
network. 50 municipalities involved in Mobi-E: https://www.mobie.pt/
• Environmental Fund provides incentives to companies and individuals
• 1st e-truck built in 2019 (Mitsubishi Fuso): logistic sector in transition
• Portugal set record of EV sales in 2018 (8.241 vehicles) and 6th best
seller in the world; sales in 2019 increased 150/transition fuel)

14

Transport best practices
3. Camões Theatre in Parque das Nações (Lisbon) will storage solar
panel energy to provide a second life for batteries of Nissan Leaf
vehicles
• System already tested in the Amsterdam Stadium (Ajax headquarters
• Solar pannels installed in the rooftop and storage system provided by
batteries from Nissan Leaf vehicles that were withdrawn from the market
(second life batteries)
• Installation with bidirecional chargers to be used with Nissan Leaf and e-NV200
• Partnership with cultural, scientific, automotive, municipality entities
• National
Company
of
Dance
performances
using
storage
RES electricity
15

16

17

18

19

Agriculture best practices
1. Biodiverse Seeded Pastures in urban areas

• Lisbon municipality is implementing biodiverse seeded pastures (dry pastures)
in urban environment
• Increase of biodiversity (more than gardens)
• No need for regular waterings and less maintenance
• ProductiveSoils and pastures, +-30% reduction of water needs, no added
nitrogen
• Reduction of emissions
• Less mobilization of soil, desertification is reduced
• Carbon capture (6,5 tonCO2/year/10 years)

20

• Adaptation to climate change in urban areas

Agriculture best practices
2. Community pioneering projects of recover burned villages after 2017
forest fires (Casal de São Simão, Ferraria de São João, Penacova)
• Initiative organized by the owners of the villages after the megafires of June and October
2017
• Identification of land owners and involvement of community
• Creation of 100 meters of protection area around the villages
• Construction of trails to access in case of fire response
• Extraction of eucalyptus and pinus trees
• Plantation of natural adapted vegetation (oak, cork, cherry, chestnut, nut trees)
• Winner of the price of the most active village in the Iberian Peninsula – Oxigénio Price from
21

Associação para a Defesa Ecológica da Galiza (ADEGA)

Agriculture best practices
3. Tamera (organic farming, restoration of landscape, community leading)
• Tamera founded in 1978 in Alentejo, one of driest region in
Europe
• 250 coworkers and students (including children) live and study
in Tamera
• Experimental center for renewable energy projects,
permaculture, ecosystem restoration, water management,
organic farming
• Other examples: Faia Brava reserve (ecosystem restoration)

http://www.centerofportugal.com/pt/res
erva-natural-da-faia-brava/
22

https://www.tamera.org

Agriculture best practices
5. Herdade do Freixo do Meio (agriculture cooperative, organic farming,
montado ecossystem, CSA Sharing Program)
Community Supported Agriculture Sharing
Program, similar to a cooperative
Agroforest to recover the “montado”
Adaptation to climate change (droughts, less
water, heat waves)
Awareness activities
Local production of biological products sold in
https://www.herdadedofreixodomeio.pt specialized shops
23

e.g. acorn teas, butters,
bread, flours

Agriculture best practices
6. Food and consumption changes
Project "Fruta Feia“ (Ugly Fruit: https://frutafeia.pt)
Food cooperative that recover not fit food (fruits, vegetables) to be seld in supermarkets and
sell durectly to conscious consumers
Results: 222 farmers +11 delegations +5517consumers = 1.893 ton avoided waste
1 million ton of food is wasted per year in Portugal (17% from what is produced in the country)

Mandatory vegetarian option in all public canteens (also schools)
Government approved a law in 2017, with health and environment concerns
Recovery of mediterranean diet (less environmental impact)

Elimination of beef meat in the canteen menu of the University of Coimbra
24

1st case in Portugal; polemic issue in the media and public

% of Renewables in electricity Production
Solar equals wind
production
capacity

Greenhouse Gas emissions (Mt CO2e)

Photovoltaic solar
production begins to gain
representativeness

Off-shore wind
production
becomes
competitive

Coal power plant
decommissioning by
2029

Precision agriculture
100 000 ha
Organic and conservation
agriculture
50 000 ha

Precision agriculture
300 000 ha
Organic and conservation
agriculture
150 000 ha

In housing, 16% of
water heating energy
consumption is
satisfied by solar

Solar Thermal for
industry low
temperature heat
production becomes
competitive
Heat pumps satisfy
15% of cooling /
heating housing energy
demand
- 82%
reduction in
urban waste
landfilling

In housing, solar
represents up to
11% of total
energy
consumption

Up to 9% reduction
in urban waste
generation per
capita
Light good vehicles:
electricity nearly meets
total demand

25
% of electricity in total energy consumption

Beginning
of EV
mainstreaming

Light passenger
vehicles: 33% of
mobility is
electric

Solar represents
50% of total
production
capacity

Diesel no longer
cost-efficient for
light vehicles

Battery storage
represents 6% of total
Electroproduction
system installed
capacity

Off-shore wind
production
capacity
surpasses 1GW

2% of electricity is
used in hydrogen
production

Precision agriculture
300 000 ha
Organic and conservation
agriculture
300 000 ha

Cultivated agricultural
area|1 318 631 ha
32% of industry
energy consumption
is satisfied by Natural
Gas

Solar surpasses wind
production capacity |
decentralized solar
production gains
representativeness

Natural gas power plants
Renewable
decommissioning after
production capacity
2040
doubles
Organic fertilizers replace
Hydro production without
synthetic, and represent
pumping decreases 4%
compared to 2020 due to
more than 80% of
water availability reduction
nitrogen used in soils

Forest area
4 194 000 ha

Total burned
area|155 000
ha/year

Battery storage
represents 3% of total
Electroproduction system
installed capacity

+24%|55%
horticultural
area

5% of electricity is
used in hydrogen
production
Forest area
4 307 000 ha

Total burned
area|68 000
ha/year

+6%|36%
orchard
area

Up to +18%
cereal area

Cultivated agricultural
area|1 320 041 ha
Up to 15% of industry energy
consumption is satisfied by
Natural Gas | Represents 90%
of total consumption

Industry
electricity
consumption
increases 1.5x

In housing, solar
represents up to
11% of total
energy
consumption

Insulation measures
allow for a 4%
reduction in energy
consumption
High development of
recycling lines
Heavy goods
vehicles:
hydrogen and
electricity meet
at least half of
total mobility
demand

Up to 6% of industry
heat needs are
satisfied by solar
thermal

In housing, up to 83%
of water heating
energy consumption
is satisfied by solar

Up to 25% reduction
in urban waste
generation per
capita
Light passenger vehicles:
autonomous and/or shared
vehicles ensure at least 33% of
Heavy passenger mobility
vehicles:
Light passenger
electricity and
vehicles: 100% of
biofuel replace
mobility is electric
diesel by 2050
up to 80%
food waste
reduction
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The project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
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Navarra

Spain
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045

Population in Navarre:
Regional Area:

640.154 inh
10.421 km2

The Capital City:
Population Area:
Surface:

Pamplona
348.753 inh.
354,2 km2

Pamplona

2

Energy Plan of Navarre. 2030 horizon.
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Main targets.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Develop, approve and implement a comprehensive and transversal
environmental strategy of Navarre with the 2030 horizon with objectives,
goals and monitoring indicators.
Assume the EU 20/20/20 commitment (20% emission reduction, 20% greater
energy efficiency, 20% final energy derived from renewable energy).
Influence the reduction of greenhouse gases and all kinds of gases and
particles harmful to health.
Strengthen the role of the Territorial Planning as a regulatory framework of
the municipal urban planning approach, improving the coherence and
coordination of the different Municipal General Plans (MGP) , integrated by
the Territorial Occupation Strategies and Models (TOSM) and the Municipal
Urban Plans (MUP) Special attention will be given to mobility, water, energy,
green areas and social facilities.
Promote the creation of a public entity for the management of all energy
policy and climate change that can assume, among others, the functions so
far carried out by CRANA and that can establish a regular collaboration
with consolidated energy entities of neighboring communities.

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Work packages.
1.
2.

Energy model. Energy and environmental strategy
Generation and energy management. Renewable energies. Sectoral
energy management. Renewable energy grants
3. Wind power
4. Biomass
5. Infrastructures. Transport and distribution. Energy services
companies. Energy management systems (ISO 50001_2011). Smart
management. Smart grids and distributed generation
6. Energy consumption and savings. Energy efficiency
7. Mobility and transportation
8. Research and innovation
9. Communication and public participation. Training and awareness
10. Energy Plan monitoring. Assessment and monitoring
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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SustaiNAVility.
Navarre, a region supporting the sustainable energy
SustaiNAVility intends to work as promoter of the energy plan “Navarre for
2030”, in the energy efficiency area, in particular to support the objective of
the plan “Reduce the consumption of 30% of primary energy with respect to
projected figures for the EU for 2020 in energy efficiency “
Investmets:

•
•
•
•

Public Investments in Sustainable Energy Projects
Investments in Public Housing Energy Refurbishment.
Investments in Energy Rehabilitation in Social Housing Neighborhoods
Investments in Efficiency Energy in Companies

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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SustaiNAVility.

www.sustainavility.eu

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by INTIA.

Primary sector

1. Production and consumption systems
• Ecological and sustainable production models improving efficiency and rational
use of inputs.
• Models of proximity consumption to avoid emissions linked to transportion
• Models of consumption of unprocessed and seasonal products to reduce
emissions linked to industrial processes and post-harvest conservation
• Minimize food waste throughout the entire production, processing and
consumption chain.
2. Reduce fertilizer use
• Take advantage of organic waste as fertilizers to
reduce the demand for mineral nitrogen.
• Introduce legumes in rotations to reduce the demand
for nitrogen.
• Use decision support tools to improve the efficiency of
the use of nitrogen fertilizers.

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by INTIA.

Primary sector

3. Reduce fossil energy consumption in the farm
• Switch to the use of renewable energy in greenhouses, irrigation systems,
farms, etc.
• Improved efficiency in the use of machinery, especially tillage systems with
the agricultural tractor emissions.
4. Reduce methane emissions in ruminant
livestock
• Extensive livestock instead of intensive
livestock.
• Use of natural pastures and grasslands
(silvopastoralism) to reduce the mobilization of
non-renewable carbon.
• Genetic improvement aimed at reducing
methane emissions.

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.

The Energy Plan Service of GNAV is in charge of diverse actions concerning
energy efficiency, implementation of renewable energies and electric mobility:
1.

MOVES Plan

2.

Tax deduction for investment in renewable energy installations, electric
vehicles and recharging systems

3.

Purchase of electric vehicles for being used by the Department of Economic
and Business Development

4.

Subsidies to enhance electric mobility in urban transport

5.

Electrification of the taxi sector

6.

Call for grants to local entities for the promotion of energy efficiency, the
implementation of renewable energies and the promotion of electric mobility

7.

Subsidies to non-profit entities for promotion of energy efficiency, renewable
energies and sustainable and shared mobility

8.

Investments in buildings and infrastructures owned by the Government of
Navarre

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.
1. MOVES Plan
• Acquisition of alternative energy vehicles. grants according to categories and
motorization. Amount of grants: 310.760,20 € => 47 vehicles
• Implementation of charging infrastructure for electric vehicles. Amount of grants:
186.456,12 € => 68 recharge infrastructures
• Implementation of electric bicycle loan systems. Amount of grants : 124.304,08 €
=>1
was published in June:
https://www.navarra.es/home_es/Servicios/fich
a/8178/Programa-MOVES-de-incentivos-a-lamovilidad-eficiente-y-sostenible
• Publication in the Official Bulletin of Navarre
• Press announcements
• Diffusion in the event: Memories of the
Energy Plan of Navarre 2030
• A FAQ guide is available for the
stakeholders.
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.
2. Tax deduction for investment in renewable energy installations, electric
vehicles and recharging systems
• Acquisition of electric vehicles. Maximum deduction:
- Electric vehicles: 30 %
- Hybrid vehicles: 5 %
• Implementation of recharging systems. Max deduction:

- Power < 7.4 kW: 15 %
- Power between 7.4 and 22 kW: 17 %
- Power between 22 and 50 kW: 20 %
Details: https://www.navarra.es/home_es/Servicios/ficha/5240/Informe-deinversiones-en-instalaciones-de-energias-renovables-y-en-sistemas-de-recarga
• FAQ guide is available for the stakeholders
• Vehicle acquisition requirements: invoice and data sheet

• Recharge infrastructure requirements: invoice, report of the Energy, Mines
and Industrial Safety Service, payment receipt and photos
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.
3. Investments in buildings and infrastructures owned by the Government of
Navarre (2017-2019)
• Thermal envelope improvement by replacing windows => 3 buildings
• Boiler fuel transition from diesel to biomass => 1 installation

• Implementation of 10 photovoltaic installations (474,1 kWp // 608.259 kWh/year
// 225,06 ton CO2/year )
• Implementation of 9 recharge points in the Healthy Department (Blood bank of
Navarre) and in the Education Department

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.
4. Purchase of electric vehicles for the Department of Economic and Business
Development
• 6 electric bikes (2018)
• 2 electric cars (2017-2018)

5. Electrification of the taxi sector: It is expected to promote electric vehicles
in the taxi sector in the following years
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.
6. Subsidies to enhance electric mobility in urban transport.
Characteristics:
• Number of pantograph posts at the head of the line: 2
• Number of electric vehicles: 6
• Subsidy: € 200,000 for the recharging infrastructure (estimated cost of €
650,000)

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.

7 and 8. Call for grants to local entities and non-profit entities for the
promotion of energy efficiency, the implementation of renewable energies and
the promotion of electric mobility

https://www.navarra.es/home_es/Temas/Empleo+y+Economia/Energia/AAyudasysubvenciones.htm
Characteristics:
• Annual calls. This year they were published in June.
• Meetings concerning these calls are arranged in local energy agencies every
year
• Publication in the Official Bulletin of Navarre.
• A FAQ guide is available for the stakeholders.

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.

7 and 8. Call for grants to local entities and non-profit entities for the promotion
of energy efficiency, the implementation of renewable energies and the
promotion of electric mobility
Measure 1: Renovation of existing lighting installations outdoor public and interior
lighting in public buildings
• 2019 aid amounts: € 600,000 for local entities and € 40,000 for non-profit
entities
• 2018 Results:

- 19 Local entities benefited
- Estimated savings: 658,209 kWh/year
- Emission savings: 144,15 ton CO2/year

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
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H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.
7 and 8. Call for grants to local entities and non-profit entities for the
promotion of energy efficiency, the implementation of renewable energies and
the promotion of electric mobility.
Measure 2: Investments in renewable energy facilities
• 2019 aid amounts: € 300,000 for local entities and € 25,235 for non-profit
entities
• 2018 Results:

- 11 Local entities and 2 non-profit entities benefited
- Nominal installed power: 96,56 kW
- Estimated generation: 229,870 kWh/year
- Emission savings: 73,5 ton CO2/year

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Actions to decarbonize carried out by NAVG.

7 and 8. Call for grants to local entities and non-profit entities for the promotion
of energy efficiency, the implementation of renewable energies and the
promotion of electric mobility
Measure 3: Electric mobility
• 2019 grants amounts: € 100,000 for local entities and € 25,235 for non-profit
entities

• 2018 Results:
- 13 Local entities benefited
- 14 Electric vehicles and 10 recharging infrastructures
- Emission savings: 66,16 ton CO2/year

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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“The improvement of Local
Policies trought European
Projects”
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District Energetic regeneration

Diciembre 2009-Octubre 2011.
Ayuntamiento
de Tudela
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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1
2

Reurbanization project

Renewal of existing District Heating San Juan
Bautista
NEW BIOMASS PLANT

NEW SUPPORTED GS PLANT

60S-70S Blocks

Office
50s
Blocks

3

Architectural pilot project

100 flas
•100 flats.

60S-70S Blocks

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045

50s Blocks
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GLOBAL PROJECT
Goal: Integral energy
renovation project, of
neighborhood of Lourdes
December 2009- October 2011
• Redevelopment and improvements to the public
infrastructures.
• Integral renewal of district heating (486 dwellings
and 31 entrance portals).
• Energy renovation of 10 buildings:
o
Thermal claddings
o
Photovoltaic systems
o
Monitoring systems
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045

•EnerAgen 2012 Prize.
•Endesa Prize 2012. Barcelona.
•Sustainable City Award 2012. Madrid.
• City, urban development and ecology
Prize. XII edition. Awarded by AVNAU of
the COAVN.
• Finalist I Energy Efficient A3e.
•Sustainable Building Prize Castilla and
León. V edition. Valladolid. 2015.

MAIN LESSONS LEARNT:
•Promotion of global project for
INTEGRAL ENERGETIC
REGENERATION.
•MANAGEMENT GROUPS (change
of the role of the Public
Authorities).
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Regional Strategy for Efficient Districts in
Navarre (Spain). MLEI-PDA
March 2014- February 2017.

Txantrea District. Pamplona.

Mobilising Local Energy Investiments-Project
Development Assitence (MLEI-PDA)
7FP. 7º programa marco

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
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H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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OBJECTIVES
1. Renewable energy support:
- Local resources.
- Price stability.

A. New district heating network.
Biomass.

2. Energy savings measures:
- Installations
- Buildings (Thermal envelope)

B. Renewal of existing
District Heatings systems.
C. Integral energy renovation of
residential buildings. Thermal
envelopes.

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Context of the thermal infrastructure

General heating systems: Individual
Existing District Heating: 70s and 80s
Difficulties to the foregoing heating
systems:
•Lack of knowledge
•Significant problems:funtioning
•Difficulties to compliance 27/2012/UE

One of the main

objectives of

Efidistrict project is to promote

investments for enhancement and
improvement of the functioning and
performance of said installations,
such that :
•Old district heating systems are
not decentralized
•Show society as a whole that
this kind of Heating system is
more effective than an
individual one.

•Complexity of the management

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Residential housing context in Spain
25.208.623 dwellings in Spain

(census

2011)

50% were built between 1950 and 1980
Until NBE-CT-79: lack of INSULATION:

•10 millions are collective housing
without insulation.

• 76,8% (1950-1980)are collective housing

Spain is the country within the previous EU-15 with
the highest percentage of home owners.
•83% home owners

Thermal envelope with an
agreement of at least 60 % of the
co-owners.

•17% leased properties

•38,03% has a mortgage: difficulty to
carry out property investments and
obtain finance.
•Neighbourhood with very old
population difficult to mobilize.
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Main servicies provided:
•Heating and Hot Sanitary Water.
•Alternative supply of renewable
energy. Biomass
NEW CENTRAL heat production
Area: 9.000 m²
Built space: 3.230 m²
Dwellings: 4.000
Public buildings: 8
Biomass: 9 MW
Natural gas: 20 MW
Storage tank: 1.800 m3

Orvina II

Orvina I
Orvina III

¡!

Budget: 13 M €
Investment: PPP (Public-Private
Partnership)
Model contract: works and
service management concession
contract

The connection to the
network shall be VOLUNTARY

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
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Orvina II

Orvina III

38 towers
1200 dwellings

23 towers
704 dwellings

Proposal:
14 substations

Proposal:
Regulation and
control systems

Investment:
682.300 €

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045

Investment:
104.200 €

Calor Chantrea
940 dwellings

Proposal:
Regulation and
control systems
Investment:
242.700 €
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1

3

Winner preliminary projects OrvinaPRIZE
II and III
Germán Velázquez Arteaga

PRIZE
DG Arquitectura Habitable SCP

2

A

PRIZE
COOPERACTIVA arquitectura SCP

Accesit
BOA Arquitectos SLP

ACTIVE PROCESS STARTED

District scale.

Typology model
Technical-Economical

Owners’ associations.

Model adaptated per
each block
• Model adapted to ecah block.

• Preliminary studies.
• Audits.

• Architectural public tender
• Search for grants.
• Financial framework

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045

Block groups

• Informative briefings.
• Citizen participation.
• Passing solutions.
• Agreement.

Global Intervention
project
• Follow up commision.

• Applications through one-stop
scheme
• Works joint
• GIPs
bidding
procedure
• Execution and monitoring
of works

35

Dynamization and paticipation plan
(DPP)
Over 800 briefings with the
communities:
• Advantages of the thermal
envelope
• Technical solutions  energy
savings
• Estimated costs
• Financial possibilities: grants
and loans
Result of the DPP:
24 communities
590 dwellings

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
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• 2014-2017
Oficina
Efidistrict
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644 dwellings
M13,5 €
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• 2014-2017
Oficina
Efidistrict

644 dwellings
M13,5 €

Municipal Agreement
•

2018

800 dwellings
M 16,9 €
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Navarra, a region supporting the sustainable
energy. MLEI-PDA
Coordination and support action (CSA)
H2020-EE-2016-2017/H2020-EE-2017-CSA-PPI

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
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Expected impacts
Energy plan of Navarra 2030 30% Energy savings
Local Public
investments

ENERGY SAVINGS

Lighting, renewables

M4.3 €

79.46 GWh/year

Social housing
Public Buildings
Thermal envelopes

M1.5 €

RENEWABLE PRODUCTION
8,542 MWh/year

Industry

Private
Buildings

Energy efficiency
projects

Thermal envelopes
25 industries

5 municipalities

M3.5 €

M7 €

“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Task 4.1.

Task 4.2. Signed Agreement with Municipalities

Identification of
municipalities

+

Municipality

Municipalities with MA

Task 4.3.

Priority action

Set up of Local Management.

Task 4.4.
Technical and financial
preliminary rehabilitation
projects

Task 4.8.

Task 4.5.
Participation Plan with
buildings’ owners

Task 4.6.

Task 4.7. Reapeatability of the

Refinement of techno-economic plan
and works contracting

financial model over the
whole scope.

Promotion of the activities and coordination among all Municipalities

 5 municipalities 330 dwellings (25 buildings)
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045

Investments 7,000,000

€
45

Energy
Efficiency

Energy
savings

Monitorization
and control
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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Energy
Efficiency

Energy
savings

PROMOBIOMASSE

Monitorization
and control
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045

LOCAL
Renewable
sources.
47

¡!

Forest biomass potential in Navarre

65% of Navarre land is forest land
Forest surface: 450.000 Ha.

70% is public property
The IFN4 for Navarre estimates a total stock of
60’2 M m3.
Stable biomass price

“Forest biomass program”
•2020: Increase the use of forest biomass by 83%
compared to 2010.
“NAVARRA, A REGION SUPPORTING THE
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY”
H2020 Grant Agreement n° 785045
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THANK YOU

Óscar Fernández Segura
oscar.fernandez.segura@navarra.es
+34 848 420 275
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Borja Barredo Prieto
bbarredp@nasuvinsa.es
+34 848 420 625
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INNOVATE project
6th of November 2019
Sofia Salardi
Sandra Savazzi

PlanUp Regional Workshop
Achieving a low carbon pathway in
Southern European countries through ambitious Energy and Climate Plans
5-6 November 2019
Espacio Ecooo - Calle de la Escuadra 11, 28012, Madrid - Spain

INDEX OF THE PRESENTATION

1. The state of the art of buildings in
Europe

2. Innovate project
3. The pilot of Mantova: Condominium
Niagara and OSS

THE STATE OF THE ART –
WHY INNOVATE PROJECTS
Properties are in general responsible for:
‐ 40 % of energy consumption
‐ 36 % CO2 emissions
The RS represents:
‐ 75 % of buildings
‐ 34 % of CO2 emissions
Every 100 buildings:
‐ 25 are non-residentials
‐ 75 are residentials (48 single houses, 27 condominium)
The RS absorbs around 29‐30 % of total energy

The RS is crucial for local public authorities
pursuing the ambitious goal of reducing energy
consumption and CO2 emissions

INNOVATE - Integrated Solutions for ambitious
energy refurbishment of private housing
Horizon 2020 priority EE 25/2016

GOALS OF THE PROJECT
Energy refurbishment process is unclear for some
For others it is not obvious why saving energy is important
Others are aware, but do not know what measures they can take/how to finance them/who to contact

Sometimes the
will is stopped
by complexity

STARTING
POINTS

Renovation costs compete with other household investment priorities

Renovations need different competencies coming from different actors.
The private sector is not able to reorganize itself to offer integrated solutions to private property owners.
ESCOs and financial institutions are still reluctant to offer long-term financing to private owners.

OBJECTIVES
NEED
Development & standardization
of new and innovative Energy

❑ TO STUDY REFURBISHMENT MEASURES that guarantee 50-75% ENERGY SAVINGS
IN RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

Efficiency service models.

❑ Strategic partnerships between public, private and financial institutions sectors to
CREATE AND OFFER AN INTEGRATED PACKAGE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY
SERVICES to owners who intend to do important refurbishment work

PARTNERS
Partners from 11 EU countries
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

ENERGY CITIES (Coordinator) - France
Vesta Conseil&Finance (FR)
KAW Holding BV (NL)
Municipality of Frederikshavn (DK)
Institut Bruxellois pour la Gestion de l’Environnement (BE)
Riga Energy Agency (LV)
Municipality of Litoměřice (CZ)

Different actors with different level of expertise
Municipality of Aradippou (CY)

•

Experts - technical partners with an expertise in the redevelopment of
real estate assets and urban energy and environmental policies

•

«Learning» partners - municipalities bringing their experience
developed thanks to actions already carried out, and to in-progress or
to-be-activated processes

Linnaeus University (SE)

Municipality of Mantova (IT)
Municipality of Heerlen (NL)

INTEGRATED ENERGY EFFICIENCY SERVICE PACKAGES
The project is developing and implementing integrated energy efficiency
services (EE) packages for residential property owners
Integrated EE service packages may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

development of products suited to consumer needs
consultancy and technical assistance
support for company selection
customized financial advice
support for access to financial instruments
guarantee of high quality standards
Info about long-term financing and credit accessibility

MANTOVA

The goal: development of tools that could facilitate
the implementation of deep renovation in
condominiums leading to a substantial savings in
consumption (50%) and reduction of greenhouse
emission; development and setting up of a OSS
Experts PPs help in the development of the
integrated services for Energy Efficiency package

The Municipality has started a journey for the reduction of climate-changing
emissions and the rational management of resources, with a particular focus on
energy:
March 2013:
adhesion to the
Covenant of Mayors to
reduce greenhouse gas
emissions - CO2 by
2020

March 2014:
approval of the
Sustainable Energy
Action Plan (SEAP)

Year 2017:
adhesion to
projects aiming at
reducing
emissions

February 2019: adhesion to the Covenant of
Mayors for Climate and Energy: commitment to the
presentation of the Sustainable Energy and Climate
Action Plan (SECAP)

December 2018:
approval of
Guidelines for
climate adaptation

THE PILOT – STAKEHOLDERS
In all process phases, finalized to the costruction of a package of services, local
stakeholders are involved:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Homeowners
Condominium manager
Professional orders and associations, professionals
Enterprises and building trade associations
Financial institutions, banks, insurance companies
Utilities and energy suppliers

THE PILOT – THE CONDOMINIUM
For the realization of the integrated package of EE services, the Municipality of Mantua has identified
(through a public call) a pilot building acting as a collector of all the ideas for the definition of a replicable
intervention scheme

CONDOMINIUM «NIAGARA»
Area of the city: Valletta Paiolo Year of construction: 1965 Residential units: 18 Heating system: district heating

THE PILOT – THE PUBLIC CALL

THE PILOT – CONDOMINIUM ENERGY AUDIT
•
•

Definition of technically advantageous interventions
Analysis of energy and economic benefits

Consumptions
Building envelope

Heating systems
FOCUS

Dispersion and contribution

THE PILOT – CONDOMINIUM ENERGY AUDIT
The scenarios of intervention
Roof insulation

Wall thermic insulation
Basement insulation

FOCUS

DISTRICT HEATING IN MANTOVA

The network

Network lenght: 67.379 km
Connected buildings (residentials/non-residentials):
1.520
Connected volume: 6.667.185 m3
Inhabitants covered: 57.976
Heat produced by power stations fueling district
heating: 192.325,22 MWht
(data referring to Mantova area until 31/12/2018)
The production system is highly energy-saving (it
mainly uses recovery heat from industrial production
processes).
It consists of: a heat exchange cabin from the Enipower
Mantova combined cycle, a superheated water storage
system and some integration and reserve thermal
stations.

The pipes

The exchangers

THE PILOT – CONDOMINIUM: NEXT STEPS

State of the art: the condominium administrator is gathering cost estimates
from several building companies.

FOCUS

Next steps: an economic plan will be drawn up including also the possibility
of accessing to incentives, taking advantage of tax reduction or other
measures promoted at national level (eg credit transfer ...)

FOCUS

TAX REDUCTION IN ITALY (1)
The annual budget law provides tax reduction of 65% or 50% for energy renovation
measures (Eco bonus)
TYPOLOGY OF INTERVENTION

%

MAX TAX REDUCTION

Deep refurbishment

65

€ 100.000

Windows

50

€ 60.000

Roof and walls insulation

65

€ 60.000

Solar thermal system

65

€ 60.000

Shadowing system

65

€ 30.000

Condensing boiler

50

€ 30.000

Biomasse boiler

50

€ 30.000

Heat pump

65

€ 30.000

Building automation

65

without expenditure limits

70/75

€ 40.000/unit

Condominium common areas

FOCUS

TAX REDUCTION IN ITALY (2)
When the area subject to intervention exceeds 25% of the total surface
of the building envelope, the tax reduction amount rises to 70% (in case of
insulation).
In other cases, however, the rate is 65% for roof insulation and basement insulation
(insulation of the floor between the cellar and the ground floor).
In high performance interventions the incentive rate reaches 75% (for
condominium).

The reduction is on a 10 year-basis: the person making the intervention benefits from a tax
reduction for 10 years
OR
CREDIT TRANSFER: the reduction could be transferred to the company realizing the
intervention or to the Utility company. Both these subject have a tax reduction for the
following 5 years

THE PILOT – CONDOMINIUM: COMPLEXITIES

Working with CONDOMINUIMS
High potential for energy savings but

–
–
–
–

Many owners
Owners: lack of awareness towards potential
Building managers: not aware of potential and lack of knowledge on how to proceed
No generalized/standardized tools for quality control/monitoring/commissioning

STARTING FROM THE CONDOMINIUM NEEDS/IDEAS/GROUP OF STAKEHOLDERS …

THE PILOT - OSS «One Stop Shop»
Qualified reference point
Open to citizens
Support in all phases of evaluation, design, financing,
execution and monitoring of energy efficiency interventions

🡪 Municipality in the management = TRUST from
citizens ; promotion of sustainable lifestyle
🡪 Involvement of PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS, LOCAL BUILDING COMPANIES =
CONTINUOUS TRAININGS about innovative
techniques and retrofit solutions

SERVICES

Technical advice
Financial advice
Existing incentive
Advice about procedures
Information and training

OSS «One Stop Shop» - Setting up
and sustainability
Meetings with
- professional orders (engineers, architects,
surveyors)

Availability to actively take part to the
organization and maintenance of this
service (for now not in a long term)

- associations of condominium administrators
to define the OSS service

Memorandum of understanding
The Municipality set up a memorandum of understanding/
agreeement to officialize tasks of each subject involved in the OSS
activities

OSS «One Stop Shop» - Website
The website will be the first contact with the OSS
It is structured in 3 sections:
1.
Innovate project
2.
Information
3.
Interaction

FOCUS

FOCUS

OSS «One Stop Shop» - Website
SIMULATOR

Description of the
building (in general
terms)

Data:
Adress
Year of construction
Area
Number of heated floors
Number of units
Number of staircase
Presence of non-heated attic
Presence of non-heated ground floor box
Shutters typology
Heating system
Emission terminal typology
Services (heating system, cooling system, ACS)
Fuel used
Consumption

First opinion and effectiveness of
possible energy refurbishment
interventions
–
–
–

Needed intervention
Useful intervention
Useful intervention but long-term returns

The user will be able to:
– Book an appointment with an expert
– Stay up-to-date (mailing list)
– Know more about interventions, legislation etc..

Dott.ssa Sofia Salardi
sofia.salardi@comune.mantova.gov.it
T. + 39 0376/338406
U.O. Gabinetto del Sindaco Progettazione e
Fundraising
Comune di Mantova
Ing. Sandra Savazzi
sandra.savazzi@comune.mantova.gov.it
T. + 39 0376/338225
Settore Ambiente
Area Politiche del Territorio
Comune di Mantova

Report on good practices in
energy & climate governance:
main ﬁndings from PlanUp
David Donnerer
EU Policy & Project Management,
Energy Cities

This project has received funding from the European Union’s LIFE programme under grant agreement no. LIFE17 GIC/AT/000039
We acknowledge the support of the European Climate Foundation

Rationale for the Report
• Achieving our energy and climate goals requires ambitious measures, but
equally important is to deﬁne how these measures are taken
• Strong governance arrangements are key in the design and delivery of
national energy and climate plans
• Many effective examples exist already, but fall too often under the radar
• Using the lessons learnt from these good practice examples, the project
created a guidebook for EU Member States on public and local stakeholder
participation in the National Energy and Climate Plans (NECPs):
Providing especially guidance on setting up a multilevel climate and
energy dialogue, aligned with the EU regulation governing the NECPs

Structure of the Report
1.

Introduction & Background

2.

What constitutes a good
practice in governance?

3.

Case studies at national
level from 7 EU- and
2 non-EU countries

4.

10 recommendations for
the NECP process

5.

Template to select & collect
good practices in governance

What is a good practice in governance?
The LIFE PlanUp project methodology has deﬁned 9 criteria, which a energy
& climate governance framework has to meet in order to be considered as a
good practice:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political commitment
Institutional Collaboration
Governance structure
Stakeholder engagement & involvement
Action
Transparency
Adaptability
Replicability
Effectiveness

Case Studies
The project analyzed and ranked 9 examples of
good practices in energy and climate governance,
both from EU Member States as well as from
outside of the EU:

National climate agreement
in the Netherlands

Sweden’s long-term climate
policy framework

Key messages
The opportunities offered by involving local actors and the public in
national energy and climate planning are manifold:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leveraging key contributions to the planning process
Sharing responsibilities & beneﬁts
Triggering investments
Increasing public support & ownership
Raising ambition
A more adequate & swift implementation of the plan

The most effective way to leverage all these beneﬁts for the NECP, is by
putting in place a multilevel climate and energy dialogue with all actors

Key messages
There is no shortage of ways for national policymakers to involve local
actors and citizens in their NECPs, as they can rely on a set of proven
formats successfully used in the good practices in governance analyzed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder / citizen commissions
Climate / Energy councils
Dialogue Fora
Regional gatherings
(Sectoral) working groups
Roundtables
Parliamentary committees
Public hearings
Climate / energy agreements or pacts
National Debates / Dialogues
Citizen energy days

10 Recommendations for the
NECP process
Political commitment
Involve key political institutions in the design of a
governance framework to gather political backing
Institutional collaboration – between local,
regional and national level
Entrust local and regional authorities with a key
role to achieve national goals
Institutional collaboration – within the public
authority in charge at national level
The leading institution should provide other
entities with key functions in the process

10 Recommendations for the NECP
Governance structure
Set up a governance structure that is equipped with the necessary means and
a clear mandate
Stakeholder engagement & involvement – how to do it
Interact with stakeholders and citizens through formats that enable
co-creation, promote real debates and strike a balance of representation
between all interest groups
Stakeholder engagement & involvement – why to do it
Enable stakeholders and citizens to co-shape the process to design and
deliver a governance framework, to foster public buy-in and mobilize actors

10 Recommendations for the NECP
Action
Make a governance framework actionable through sufﬁcient resources, clear actions
to undertake and a clear division of responsibilities
Transparency
Make documentation and information available in an early and effective manner
Adaptability
Include sound, regular procedures for strategic revision in a governance framework
Effectiveness
Ensure effectiveness through ambitious and coherent targets, detailed and feasible
policies and a clear and robust monitoring and evaluation process to track progress

More information
• Read the full publication « Report on good practices in energy and climate
governance » also on the LIFE PlanUp website:
https://cdn.webdoos.io/planup/29d6f130bdc7e36b0f04ea58fc8267a1.pdf
• LIFE PlanUp webinar recording, featuring representatives from Estonia, Ireland
and Luxembourg presenting the experiences of their good practices in energy
and climate governance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7CQ1B4Izqvc
• For questions on the activities of the governance work stream within the LIFE
PlanUp project:
david.donnerer@energy-cities.eu

thank you
@_Plan_Up

info@planup.eu

10 ACTIONS TO IMPROVE
THE ITALIAN NECP
IN TRANSPORT
Giulia Persico, Legambiente
Madrid, 5 November 2019

TRANSPORT SECTOR
NOT ONLY THE
EUROPEAN UNION

BUT ALSO THE
ITALIAN LARGEST
CLIMATE PROBLEM

EVOLUTION OF GHGs EMISSIONS FROM THE TRANSPORT SECTOR IN ITALY

2016 ITALIAN EMISSIONS FROM TRANSPORT

ITALY TRANSPORT TARGET 2030 AND 2050

N

Source: Emission reduction strategies in Italy, EUKI Initiative, T&E 2019

ITALIAN NATIONAL ENERGY AND CLIMATE PLAN

NGOS COALITION CALLING TO IMPROVE THE NECP IN TRANSPORT in 10 ACTIONS

10 ACTIONS TO IMPROVE NECP IN TRANSPORT
1

Introduce a date for ICEs ban sale by 2030

2

Promote only BEVs, not PHEVs: invert the share BEV/PHEVs
envisaged by the plan for the 2030 target of 6millions EVs

3

Electrify public transport, taxies and car sharing ﬂeets

4

RES TARGET of 21.6%: phase down to zero the contribution
of 1st generation biofuels and increase 3 times fold the
contribution of renewable electricity

5

Insert clear targets for the development of zero emission mobility
(foot, bike, collective and share mobility) and related infrastructure

10 ACTIONS TO IMPROVE NECP IN TRANSPORT
6

Insert a mandatory CO2 target in Sustainable
Mobility Action Plans (SUMPs)

7

Insert speciﬁc targets related to the strengthening of public
transport and shared mobility

8

Phase-out transport fossil fuels subsidies:
- Fiscal subsidies to natural gas
- Kerosene tax exemption
- Truckers ﬁscal and tolls rebate

9

Tax fossil fuels on the base of their energy and CO2
content

10

Focus on electriﬁcation of ferries, ports and coastal,
ﬂuvial and lake transport

HOW IS IT GOING?

WE WILL TELL YOU IN FEW
MONTHS :)

THANKS FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION
g.persico@legambiente.it

How to use the European
Calculator to support
NECP assessment
Benoît MARTIN

This project has received funding from the European Union’s LIFE programme under grant agreement no. LIFE17 GIC/AT/000039
We acknowledge the support of the European Climate Foundation

How to use the European Calculator to
support NECP assessment
table of content

1.

What is EUCalc?

2.

How do we use it to model trajectories?

3.

How can it be used to support NECP

assessment

EUCalc is a EU-funded research project
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What is EUCalc?

EUCalc computes energy, environmental and
socio-economic impacts of 2050 european
pathways

▪ Bridge the gap between integrated climate-energy-economy models and the practical needs
of decision-makers
▪ Real-time (web interface) and open-source
▪ Depending on lifestyles and energy technology choices in Europe, simulate:
▪ Sectoral energy demand
▪ Greenhouse gas (GHG) trajectories
▪ Socio-economic and environmental implications:
▪ Choices are represented by levers in the different sectors
▪ National granularity

The EU Calc model adds Member States granularity
and additional modules

How do we use it to model
trajectories?

What is a lever?
▪ Levers model key technical and behavioral choices driving energy use and GHG
emissions
▪ Some examples
▪ Transport sector: modal share (car, bus, train, …), technology share (ICE, BEV,
FCEV,…)
▪ Buildings sector: building insulation, heating system efﬁciency
▪ Agriculture: share of different land-uses
▪ The level of the levers can be chosen by the tool user within a predeﬁned range
▪ It reﬂects the decarbonization ambition behind the corresponding choice

We consider a set of levers driving energy use and
GHG emissions in the different sectors
Levers for the 3 targets sectors within PlanUp + lifestyle
Lifestyle
Appliance ownership
[#/household]
Appliance use [h/app]
Heating and cooling
temperature [ºC]
Lighting habits[W/m2]
Floor use intensity [m2/cap]
Passenger travel distance
[pkm/cap]
Calorie requirements
[kcal/cap/day]
Calorie wasted
[kcal/cap/day]
Calorie split [kcal/food
group/day]
Paper and plastic demand
[kg/cap/year]
Total population [#]
Share of urban population
[%]

Transport
Freight transport [tkm]
Modal share [%]
Technology share [%]
Efﬁciency of new vehicles
[MJ/tkm or pkm]
Load factor/Occupancy
[tkm or pkm/veh]
Utilization rate [vkm/veh]

Buildings
Energy need [kWh/m²/year]
Heating and cooling
(ventilation ) system efﬁciency
[%]
District heating share [%]
Heating technology and fuel
switch [%]
Appliances, cooking, lighting
efﬁciency [kWh/h]
Appliances, cooking, lighting
behaviour and use [# and h]

Agriculture & Land use
Climate Smart Cropping
Systems [%]
Climate Smart Livestock [%]

Climate Smart Fisheries [%]
Alternative Protein Sources
[%]
Land-management [%]
Biomass hierarchy [#ranking]
Forestry management [%]
Mining minerals practices [%]
Food net-import [%]

There are four levels for the levers reﬂecting 2050 EU-wide
ambition
Example:
Level
1

2

3

4

Description

Car modal share in
2050

• Projections aligned with either historical trends or EU Reference
scenario
• Intermediate scenario

75%

• More ambitious than BAU but not reaching the full potential of
available solutions

68%

• BAU scenario

• Very ambitious scenario
• Realistic scenario, given the current technology evolutions and the
best practices observed in some geographical areas.
• Transformational scenario
• Requires additional breakthrough or efforts (important costs
reduction for some technologies, very fast and extended deployment
of infrastructures)
• Only considering already proven technologies

61%

54%

Levels of levers are ﬁrst determined at EU level thanks to literature review, analysis and expert
discussions

National trajectories account for both EU-wide
evolution and national historical context
National trajectory = national starting point + EU evolution

National trajectories account for both
EU-wide evolution and national historical
context

National trajectory = national starting point + EU evolution

How do we use EUCalc
for NECP assessment ?

Thanks for your attention!

GOOD PRACTICES
IN SUSTAINABLE
BUILDING IN
SPAIN
Madrid, 6th November 2019
1

An overview of building emissions in Spain
The building sector uses 30 % of the total energy consumption

• Approximately 55 % of the building stock in Spain has been constructed prior
to the year 1980
• Almost 58 % was constructed without any minimum criteria of energy
efficiency

According to data of 2016, the sector causes 15 % of the total emissions in Spain

Conversion to a sustainable and inclusive model
Efficiency (in the entire process)
Reduction of current expenses
Increased productivity and comfort
Greater utility and value of buildings

Decarbonization
Energy poverty
Habitability
Sustainable cities

2

What national policies and measures can
reduce emissions in building?
Strategic Energy And Climate Framework of Spain
National Energy and Climate Plan 2021 – 2030
ERESEE 2020

Maximum energy efficiency and decarbonization by 2050.
A 7Mt CO2 reduction of GHGs in building compared to 1990 levels.
1.200.000 households (8,7 % of the stock) will be rehabilitated by 2030.

National
Strategy
against Energy
Poverty 2019
– 2024

300.000 households will improve their heating and hot water systems each year.
In the public sector, 3.000.000 m2 is planned to be renovated by 2050.

The Climate Change and Energy Transition Act and the Just Transition Strategy are in the process
of being drafted.

3

What is being done in Spain in the building sector?
Three good practices
A boom in good practices in the Spanish building sector
Rehabilitation, renovation, new construction and urban regeneration
Both in public and social housing as well as in private housing
Public financing (nacional and European) + private initiatives

Passivhaus public housing – Navarra Social Housing
Rehabilitation and urban regeneration – Energy rehabilitation of the Fasa district in Valladolid
Sustainable building initiative – CC+ Construction System

4
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Navarra Social Housing

524 public rental homes – Housing Plan 2018 -2028
Decentralized in several locations in the region
Passivhaus standards and Net Zero Energy Consumption criteria
National public financing (50% - 40M€) and European (50% - 40M€)
Objectives:

High criteria in
energy efficiency

Improved
habitability for the
youth and families
with little resources

Fight against
energy poverty

Reduction of the
carbon footprint

Reduction of at
least 75% in energy
consumption needs

Local job creation

Fight against
depopulation

Reducing running
costs for tenants

5
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Energy rehabilitation project of the Fasa
district in Valladolid

398 houses (19 property owner communities) and public areas
Energy rehabilitation and urban regeneration
Public and private collaboration with a high level of resident
participation
4,1 M€ investment:

2,3 M€
620.000€
483.211€
689.177€

European Comission (REMOURBAN)
City of Valladolid
Property owners
Veolia

Return on investment 8,1 years
Actions:

Thermal insulation
Renovation of heating systems and the distribution network
Solar panels
Renovation of public areas with LED systems

6
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Energy rehabilitation project of the Fasa
district in Valladolid
Objectives

Expected energy
results

• Increasing energy
efficiency and housing
comfort

• Reduction of energy
demand by 40 %

• Reducing consumption
and current expendidure

• Reduction of energy
consumption by 40 – 50 %

• Reducing carbon
footprint and CO2
emissions

• Energy savings of
159,830 kWh/year

• Reducing maintenance
costs
• Increasing the value of
houses and the quality of
life in the neighbourhood

• Renewable energy
production of 27,800
kWh

Results, analysis
and evaluation

• The results will be
published in December
2019.
• The project will be
analyzed and evaluated
in 2020.

• Reduction of 954,36
tCO2

7
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CC+ Building System

The best initiative in sustainable building in Aragón 2019
Collaboration between B-haus Architecture Efficient SL and MAAC
Canadian Buildings
Aimed at single-family homes, customizable and low-cost
Three project categories based on efficiency: Canadian, Passivhaus and
Biopassivhaus
New efficient and sustainable construction system of good quality
Fast execution, lower cost, energy savings, reduction of carbon
footprint and emissions, great thermal and acoustic comfort.

8

For any questions, you can send us an e-mail:
niunhogarsinenergia@ecodes.org or ecodes@ecodes.org
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Prosumers for the Energy Union

Prosumers and
Energy communities
in Europe
NECP Workshop in
Madrid
05-06, November 2019
Jérémie FOSSE,
eco-union
Jeremie.fosse@ecounion

Prosumers for the Energy Union | www.proseu.eu

Agenda
• PROSEU Project
• State of Prosumers Policies in Europe
• Recommendations for NECPs

2

Prosumers for the Energy Union | www.proseu.eu

PROSEU - PROSUMERS FOR THE ENERGY
UNION

Mainstreaming active participation of
citizens in the energy transition

3

Prosumers for the Energy Union | www.proseu.eu

Vision of a Prosumer centred Energy
Union

4

Prosumers for the Energy Union | www.proseu.eu

PROSEU Work Packages structure and
ﬂow

5

Prosumers for the Energy Union | www.proseu.eu

Agenda – morning sessions
• PROSEU Project
• State of Prosumers Policies in Europe
• Recomendations for NECPs

6
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Self-consumption and energy communities in EU
laws
1.

Recast of the RES
Directive
– Renewables self-consumer
– Rewable energy
communities

2.

Recast of the Electricity
Directive
– Active consumer
– Citizens energy
communities

3.

Governance Regulation
–

National Energy Action
Plans (NECPs)

Every citizen has
now the right to
generate,
self-consume,
store and sell
renewable
energy,
and to
participate in
energy
communities
7

Prosumers for the Energy Union | www.proseu.eu

In 2019, only 9 European countries have legislation on
collective self-consumption in place
By contrast: Individual
self-consumption models
exist in most countries
Collective self-consumption
not to be confused with
energy communities!

Source: Sia-Partners France 2019_Enerplan_EnergyLab_Autoconsommation-collective_VF-1

8
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Draft NECPs: Terms like “self-consumption” or “energy
communities” are used between 0 and 50 times
BE

DE

ES

FR

HR

IT

NL

PT

UK

6

2

1

How often does the term "self-consumption", "self-consumer(s)" or "self-generation" occur?

2
(both in titles)

9
basically all in
the same
paragraph (p. 57
in translated
version)

50

51

0

42

2
(self-generation)
("autoconsumo"). ("autoconsommat (term used: 'own
(self-consumption
Mentioned also in
ion")
production' (2)) (incl.titles) , incl. 1 in title) + (Self-consumer context to fight
self-consumtion:3
4
once in a
energy poverty
2,
(self-generation, footnote;
and energy
self-consumer:2, incl. 1 in title); In self-generation communities.
self-generation: 8
addition:
once but as a
microgeneration question, not an
(once), small answer).
consumers (

How often does the term "energy community“(or similar) occur?

3
(incl. 2 in titles)

2

11

2

but only in
(comunidades
“Autoconsommat
headers, no
energéticas) and ion collective”;
mentioning of
5 times
"Collectivité": 45
any measures.
(autoconsumo
times, not all
"Cooperative"
compartido)
related to energy
and "association"
communities
are used in one
though.
section

3

19

3

2

(in addition, also
used a term
'enegy
cooperatives')

(in addition,
smart
communities
(under the SET
Plan mentioned
twice too)

2

9
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Draft NECPSs: Only France, Scotland and Wales and
Greece have prosumers targets
BE

DE

ES

FR

HR

IT

NL

PT

UK

No

No, only:"In 2018
the Welsh
Government
published a call
for evidence to
inform the
approach to
delivering the
1GW local energy
target"

No

Scotland only: o
achieve 1GW of
community and
locally owned RE
by 2020, and
2GW by 2030.
Wales: 1GW by
2030 and an
expectation that
new renewable
energy projects
from 2020 have
an element of
local ownership.
10

Are there concrete targets on self-consumption mentioned? How are they described / defined?

No

No

No

65,000 to
100,000 PV
self-consumption
sites by 2023.
Maintain
objective of 3050
MW annually
installed on small
and medium
sized roofs (< 100
kWp)

no

no

No

Are there concrete targets on energy communities?

No

no

No

No

No

No. The final
NECP is to be
No but there
looked at though
might be one in
as it is announced
the future based
that it will include
on a study
things not
financed by the
included in the
Commission's
draft (e.g. 50%
Structural Reform
local ownership
Support Service
of all new
(SRSS)
onshore wind and
solar projects )

Prosumers for the Energy Union | www.proseu.eu

Agenda
• PROSEU Project
• State of Prosumers Policies in Europe
• Recomendations for NECPs

11
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Principles for prosumer policy
options
Latest PROSEU policy paper

1. Setting ambitious targets
4. Establishing
energy
responsibility
and coherence
at all levels

2. Ensuring economic
viability through
favourable framework
conditions

3. Fostering Renewable
Energy Communities

5. Ensuring
prosumer
represent-tati
on in
governance
processes

Source: PROSEU https://proseu.eu/sites/default/files/Resources/PROSEU_Task%203.3_Principles%20for%20Prosumer%20Policy%20Options_2019-09-30.pdf

12
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Spain should put ambitious
targets

1. Targets for roof-top PV
– Important: Maximum
use of roof space
– minimum target of at
least 50% by 2030 of PV
potential production

2. Targets for energy
communities
– 30-50% share of the
total national RE target
13
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Spain should have a rooftop PV target of some 27 GW
by 2030
Conservative values
PV rooftop potential [GWh].
Source: JRC 2017
Minimum 50% target for 2030
[GWh]
PV rooftop potential - capacity
[GW]
Minimum 50% capacity target for
2030 [GW]

Spain

• xxxx

65.244
32.622
54
27

14
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Conclusions
• All countries have to do more to facilitate self-consumption
and energy communities at national and local levels
• Spain (and other EU countries) have recognized the
importance of prosumers but the implementation still
requires improvements, especially for sharing energy .
• The business case for self-consumption is still not really
attractive in Spain and other EU countries, especially for
shared self-consumption
• Within the next year or so, the Spanish (and other national)
regulation should be reviewed taking into account
stakeholder’s experiences:
–Include dynamic coeﬃcient
–Allow Net Balancing through network
–Simplify administrative procedures (one-stop-shop)
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Thanks for your attention!
Any questions?
For more information:
Jeremie FOSSE, eco-union, jeremie.fosse@ecounion.eu
info@proseu.eu | www.proseu.eu

This project received funding from the EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement N°764056.
The sole responsibility for the content of this document lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reﬂect the opinion of the EU.
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Distribution model of collective hourly self-consumption with ﬁxed coeﬃcients
(government proposal)
Case 2: Individual Production > Individual Consumption, in a given hour (virtual
surplus)
Overall Production < Total Consumption
M: Meter
C: Consumer (household)
Values in kWh
%: Agreed coefficient
among community (e.g.
based on share in
investment)

Switch board

Consumption from grid
80 (at 14 ct€/kWh)
Produc
-tion

20
MGen

M1

M2

M3

C1

C2

C3
Total

Consumption

40

Individual
20 x
self-consumptio 40% = 8
n
Purchase
40 – 8
from grid
= 32

10

50

20 x
60% = 12
10 – 12
=-2

20 x
0% = 0
50 – 0
= 50

C2 consumes less than his individual self-consumption share
-> C1 has to buy from the grid although actually import doesn’t occur

100
20

80
17

32 kWh purchase (at 14 ct€ )
2 kWh credit (at 5 ct€ )

